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ABSTIACT
Plasma flow in self field HPD thruster is
studied. There is a high current end-fire
thruster, inwhich propellant isfed through the
Theoretical models consist of the
cathode.
quasi one-dimensional upetohydrodynalic
equations. A comparison between theoretical and
experimental distribution of magnetic induction
is performed.
The plasma flow was calculated by variety of
methods: the method based on solving of unsteady
equations, iterative method for stationary
nale-lutta method.
equations and

IITODUCTIO
Recent years the trend has been towards
development of a high level onboard power systems
and therefore HPD thrusters are ones of very
attractive. A hilh current end-fire thruster (IT)
with propellant feed through the cathode is
candidate for future aissions.
That design of thruster has some advantages.
The multi-hollow cathode usually is used in
IIT to provide the high degree of ionization of
plasma. Furthermore, this cathode is capable of
operating by the use of gaseous propellant as well
as a metal propellant for instance lithium.
The design of thrusters is shon in fig.l.
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a - Speed of sound
1- Area
Alfven number at inlet section
AfB - Magnetic induction
cV, c - Specific heats
h - Step along channel
It-Courant number
p - Pressure
pl Pressure outside the thruster

J

I -Oniversal gas coastaat
e -mpgneticIeynolds nuober
r, qp-cylindrical coordinates
t- time
7 - Temperature
f- Velocity vector
o - Axial average velocity

2__

y- Adiabatic exponent
C- Permeability of free space
p- Hass density
a- Ilectrical conductivity
n+ I

T

01Li,n

- Time step

Subscript denoting characteristic values
Subscript denoting dimensionless inlet values
Subscript denotinl dimensionless outlet values
- Subscript and superscript denoting the
number of grid point

lngineer

Fig.l Ind-fire thrusters with flared (FA)
and cylindrical (CA) anodes
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Heasuresent of magnetic induction were taken in quasi-steady end-fire thruster with three
geometric types of anodes: flared, cylindrical
and Laval nozzle type. For these types
of anodes the average distributions of agnetic
field induction incross sections of channels of
thruster wevcalculated [1-33.
Itissignificant that these distributions
correspond to nodes of thruster operating with
axial syuetry of electric discharge.
Brief mention should be made of theoretical
investigations of NPD thrusters.
how a considerable body of work exist in the
literature on calculations of plasa flows in the
HPD thruster. But the overview shows, that most of
calculations refer to other geometry of
electrodes and types of NPD thrusters [4-7].
The methods of calculations of plasa flow in
high current end-fire thrusters are developing
much below.
The analysis have been shown, that these methods
concerned the modes of operating that far from
realizable conditions [8,9]. Therefore it is
appropriate to develop the method of plasma flow
calculations corresponding of practicable
conditions.

inlet section for algnetic induction equation.
Further logical step of advancement of method [10] should be solution of unsteady system.
That investigation will allow an understanding of
the role of boudary conditions and variety
methods of solutions before study based on more
complex two-disensional and quasi two-dinensional
systems of equations for IFT.
PIASH FLOI HODIL.
The scheme of plasa flow inend-fire thrusthruster isshown infig.2..
Inthe solution of forward uagnetohydrodynamic problems (as opposed to the inverse
problems) it isrequired to have by a boundary
of plasa flow. Now the region between cathode
end and the section where electric current
begins to flow to the anode (fig.2, section marked
as 1-1) has not been adequately explored.
Therefore the integral line of electric current
istaken as the boundary of this region. The
surface of node lying downstream from 1-1 section
(fig.2) also istaken as the boundary of plasa
flow.
The performed estimates show that Ball effect, viscosity and heat-conducting are
negligible. The electrode sheath region also
aren't considered.
On this basis the general equations takes the
form [11]:

Method of plasa flow calculation inend-fire
thruster was proposed inarticle [10]. The plassa
flow has been studied on a basis of stationary
quasi-one-dimensional equations,
These system of equations isderived by averaging
of general HBD-equations [11].
Bowever method [10] based on solution of ordinary difference equations does not allow to
obtain the solution inthe sound point. Also
method requires two boundary conditions on the
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There are used the conventions of meaning.
The analysis of these equations and the procedure of averaging ones [11] and the results from
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article [10] where stationary quasi-one disensional equations were used, gve ground to
note the following quasi-one-disensional equation
(densionless fo)
(dimensionless form):

Fig.2 The scheme of plasa flow inIT
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Fig.3 Hagnetic field profiles for varying
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boundary conditions at the outlet section (CA)
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section: O however this mode isnot attractive from the onset phenomena standpoint where

The state equation is p:fT/y
6 - 3/
Boundary conditions for equations (6) are

formulated through consideration of geometry of
Inlet and outlet characteristics in (i,t) plane.
These boundary conditions incorporate all modes
of flow that could occur during the process of
numerical calculations of equations (6)-(T).
The boundary conditions at the inlet section are:
a th
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1Fig.4 Magnetic field profiles (Neuman
boundary condition) for varying types of magnetic induction equations (11)
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dimensionless experimental distributions of masetic field
induction are shon infit.3 and 4
field ladoction are shown in fil. and I
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The consideration of averaging B(x) dependences (fig.3,4) shows that as boundary conditions
for B at the outlet section itcould be given
either by leuann condition (MQ O0,12 or Dirichcondition B 0,3. On this basis the boundary
conditions at the outlet section are (Cf):

(8)

It is essential that the boundary condition
of magnetic induction should be given at the
outlet section.The magnetic field boundary
condition is difficult if not impossible to give
on theoretical basis. For instance, I. Brushlinski
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is more significant than for flared anode. The
investigation has been performed over a wide range
of numbers f and Re . Itmay be concluded that
Neumann condition ismore proffered than Dirichlet
condition at the mode with the current passed
outside the exit plane of the thruster. Itshould
be noted that inthe process of solution in inlet
th velocity becomes more than nspeed of
section the
sound at the Be :0,4-1 and Af0,8-3 At the Be
so
0
so
((1 the velocity at inlet section remains less
than speed of sound.
The averaging procedure of (1)-(5) BED- equations implies that quasi- one- dimensional
equations conserves the basic characteristics of
plasma flow in thruster. These characteristics
for example could be discharge current, ass flow
rate. A qualitative agreement between theory and
experiment isa main guideline in deciding the best
t he bes
deciding
t isa ai n ideline
expe

The initial conditions may be prescribed rather
arbitrarily: plasma velocity increases as linear
function and magnetic field induction decreases
along the thruster with (x) constant and p()
constant.
The (6)
(6) equations have been solved by
by
La-leadroff codeLax-eadroff
but
relation
by
but (7)
(7)relation
code
by
method of solution the implicit finite-difference
equation. For calculation of boundary points
the quadrangular finite difference scheme has
been used. The time step quantity at Rem~l
determined by condition:
ni
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The numerical procedure has the form: at
first equation (7)of magnetic induction are sol-

system of equations ll1. Therefore the studies

ved. Thereafter p,u and p are determined in

were conducted by other form of equation of
field induction. The similar equation are

inside and boundary grid points
the folloingnetic
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complexes (unsteady members of (6) equation).
IDNUIRICAL BISULTS
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The integral parameters of the discharge
allow to estimate the lfoand Re : fo-1-3,
Re ~l [2,3]. At first the cathode
end was taken
as inlet section of the channel. The boundary of
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plasma flow in this case was an integral line of

electric current and surface of anode as noted
above. However calculations have shown that
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plasma distributions in the vicinity of the

cathode end distinguished moderately from the case
where 1-1 section was as inlet. This isbecause
the anode radius differs little froicathode
radius (by a factor of two). Thereafter the 1-1
ahere
a inlet
s let.
section1-1wssection
taken as
of theThisTe
channel
The distributions of hgnetic induction under
a variety boundary conditions for cylindricalsThr
ee
The distributions were obtained atindaction
the
ander
radies (b a factor of to). Thereafter
the
e
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Fig.5 Magnetic field profiles (Dirichlet
condition) for varying types of magnetic eqution leunn
(A) and Drichlet conditions haisbeen usedbecase
t cs
boundary ar
co) for tpes ofB at theoutletsection. It could be noted that the use of (12)
relation insteady (7)yields a worse agreeeat
with the experimental dependence. This conclusion
isunchanged also at other Ao and Jem numbers.

le :0,4. It could be noted that for cylindrical
so
anode the influence of kind of boundary conditions
4
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COMPAIISON BITliK

MITBODS OF SOLUTIOI.

is a parabolic type.
The successive approximation method has been
developed for solution of (13)-(15) and (19) equations. Inthe first state of solution the (13)l
(15) equations are solved by le;- tta
hod
for deterition of (i). Thereafter the
et
(19) relation is solved by method of solution of
implicit finite-difference equation using the founded distribution of u(x). And process is repeated. There are approximately 300 iteration to
obtain the solution.

s mentioned above in the work [10] the
plasa flow inIT is studied on the basis of
ordinary differential equations. This dimensionless system of equations for the end-fire
thruster with cylindrical anode are (6=const):
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Fii.6 aIgnetic field profiles obtained by
iterative method (CA)

The equation for malnetic induction (16) is
integrated and the meaning of (dB/dx) is a
derivative ininlet section and it is known from

experiments [1-3]: (dB/dx:-0,53. For (13)-(16)
system the boundary conditions are inform:

u:1,01; p:l; T:1; B:1;

0. e pe .

)-0,53 ,(l8)

Bowever the magnetic field equation may be
written in form:
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Fil.7 Magnetic field profiles obtained by

Isthis case, the boundary conditions are
inform:
o :1,01;

0.

The distribution of B(x) obtained by this
method is shown infig.6. These distributions are
analogous to B(x) dependencies obtained by
the above mentioned method for (6)-(T) equations
(with a accuracy of 11). But these distributions
differ from the ones obtained by hage-lutta met
hod for (13)-(17) system (fil.7). The depenof 14:1,6 ad A4:2 are bounded by ver-

:--0,12 (20)
'

Is cosequeace of varied relations (16) aid
adeaes
(19) It is required the vary ethods of

solutions of the . There is a lnge-lotta ethod
for solving of (13)-(17) system.

tical line segments as the critical points lye to
the right (r-).

For solvian of (13)-(15) and (19) equations
is required other method since (19) relation

This conclusion occurs also in other fo and
Ie .numbers. Therefore it was concluded that
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Conference, Orlando, Fl. AIAA/DGL/JSASS, 1990.
AIAA Paper 90-2602.

method of solution of quasi-one-dimensional
equations has a some effect on distribution of
plasma parameters in IFT.
Finally mention ay be made of influence
on calculational techniques of ordinary differenc
equations revealed by G. Lefever-Button and Y.
Subraanias [131.

6.A. akashi, T.Fujieara. "Numerical and
Experimental Study of an IMD Thruster. In 17th
International Ilectric Propulsion Conference,
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S84-18.
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The numerical solution of quasi - onedimensional equations showed the important
role of boundary condition types at the outlet
section. The Neumann condition issore preferential the Dirichlet condition ifthe outer current
occurs.
For flared and cylindrical anodes of end-fire
thrusters ithas been found that the velocity in
inlet section become greater than sound velocity
at the Be'l.
The inserting of channel area inmagnetic
induction equation exerts an adverse effect on
plasa parameter distributions from the standpoint
of comparison with experimental averaging
dependence of B.
Itisfound that method of plasma flow
calculations also influences on distributions of
parameters in end-fire thruster.
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